Assembly Instructions
1. Open the outer cover box and open cover, lay on the frame with zipper at the top.
2. Take out your firmest core (highest number), clearly labeled, and place in cover at the
bottom making sure edges are lined up with bottom seams. Tuck corners of rubber in.
3. Then take the next firmest core and place on top of the firm core and lineup.
4. Lastly, put on top softest core and line up edges.
5. Then close the cover over the rubber making sure that edges are lined up and tucked in
corners of rubber. Zip closed.
Lay on the bed for 2 nights. If this is too soft, open the cover and move the firmest core to the
middle position and the Firm core to the bottom. Sleep on it for 2 nights. You may move around
cores as needed for your comfort. Soft is generally on top for comfort as your Firm and X-Firm
cores are for support.
This mattress may be used on any slat foundation where spaces between the slats do not exceed
3 inches or less on a platform bed if there are air holes or our foundation to correspond with
this mattress.
WARRANTY: Warranty covers manufacturer’s defects, zipper, casing for 10 years fixed, 20
years prorated. This does not cover damage due to misuse or unique sensitivities to any of the
components of the mattress.
For warranty issues, contact us at support@purerest.com or 858-800-1026.
Casings and cores are available if you need any replacements.
We recommend you protect your fine mattress with a 100% wool moisture protection pad
available where you purchased your mattress this will ensure protection from damage due to
sweat and moisture. For added protection, use with an organic cotton quilted mattress pad.
……………………… …
Thank you for purchasing the world’s finest, customizable, natural mattress.
PureRest Organic Bedding Co. San Diego, CA

